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Introduction 
In-car listening has been part of the bedrock of radio’s success ever since the in-car radio was introduced 
in the early 1930s. Despite the advent of several “new” in-car audio choices over the years such as 8-
tracks, cassettes, compact discs, and even the auxiliary jack, radio continues to be the “King of In-Car 
Media.” Today, far more people use radio in the car than any other medium.   

However, changes are coming to the in-car environment that may impact radio. The rise of the Internet 
and the smartphone may influence radio’s traditional strength in this environment. Arbitron, Jacobs 
Media, and Strategy Analytics presented “Radio and the Connected Car” at the NAB/RAB 2013 Radio 
Show in Orlando to help educate the radio industry about the connected car and how radio can prepare for 
and potentially profit from the changes that will occur over the next decade. 

Every major OEM (industry term for auto manufacturers) currently offers some level of “infotainment” 
system in their 2014 models. “Infotainment” refers to the entertainment and information content that can 
be accessed via the center stacks (the center section of the dashboard where audio and climate controls are 
typically located) of a connected car. Infotainment systems provide two-way connectivity to the car over a 
cellular network giving drivers and passengers many more options for entertainment including streaming 
audio, real time traffic information, location-based services including nearby points of interest, and much 
more. The scope of options is limited only by bandwidth and the need to minimize driver distraction. 

There are a rising number of these infotainment options available today and many head units (the control 
center and user interface for an automobile’s infotainment system) are designed in ways that make it 
harder for drivers to find and tune in to their favorite radio stations. With so many choices in the head 
unit, drivers must navigate menus and use touch screens or multi-function dials just to tune in the station 
they’ve enjoyed for years. 

These new systems will take some time before they reach critical mass. Polk estimates that the average 
light vehicle in the U.S. is now 11.4 years old. Thanks to a combination of higher quality vehicles, less 
driving, and the economic downturn, individuals are keeping their cars longer. Therefore, while more and 
more new cars and trucks will have connected infotainment systems, the rollout is likely to take some 
time. Nonetheless, Strategy Analytics predicts that over 140 million vehicles on the world’s roads will 
have connected systems by 2017. 
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Broadcasters have time to address the challenges and opportunities presented by the connected car but it’s 
important to be proactive now. 

 

Key Takeaways 
Arbitron, Jacobs Media, and Strategy Analytics have eight suggestions for what to do about the connected 
car now: 

1. Drive a connected car. Whether you buy, lease, rent, or test drive a connected car, it’s important to 
understand how your audience will be viewing the many in-car options that will be available to them. 

2. Partner with local car dealerships. Getting closer with local car dealerships will help radio focus on 
better understanding their needs and potentially uncover mutually beneficial opportunities. 

3. Attend a connected car conference. Listen and speak directly to automotive leaders about both their 
industry and the radio industry. 

4. Rethink HD Radio. Most auto manufacturers believe HD Radio is a conduit to a better consumer 
infotainment experience in the car. 

5. Form a radio in-car industry consortium. A radio industry consortium can provide a collective 
support network while protecting radio’s in-car franchise and build relationships with auto 
manufacturers and Tier 1s (companies that supply directly to the automakers). 

6. Develop your mobile strategy with the in-car experience in mind. For many car makers, their 
connected vehicles use smartphones to link consumers with their audio entertainment.  

7. Align your station’s streaming experience to be on equal footing with the competition.  

8. Engage with the connected car technology. While radio remains strong, it needs to be proactive by 
planning and acting now to take advantage of the digital dashboard. 
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Connected Car Definitions 
Center Stack: The center section of the dashboard where audio and climate controls are typically located. 

Embedded versus Tethered Modem: An embedded modem involves building a modem into the vehicle 
to provide a direct connection to the cellular network. Such a device makes a car a rolling smartphone.  A 
tethered modem refers to the use of a “connected” smartphone (using Bluetooth® or USB connection in 
the car) as the method of connecting to the cellular network. 

Head Unit: The control center and user interface for an automobile’s infotainment system. It provides the 
main controls for audio entertainment (radio, CD/DVD), GPS navigation, Bluetooth cell phone 
integration, USB, aux jack, and iPod® connector. 

HMI (Human-Machine Interface): Interface between the user and the car stereo/infotainment system. 
The HMI can include steering wheel controls, touch screen, voice, a hardware controller, or even 
recognition of hand gestures made by the driver/user. 

Infotainment: Refers to the entertainment and information content that can be accessed via the center 
stack of a connected car. This includes audio (broadcast, satellite, and Internet radio), traffic information, 
connections for phones or other media devices, location-based services, vehicle health information, and 
other Internet-based or built-in services. 

Location-Based Services (LBS): Using a car’s current location (based on GPS or other positioning 
information) to give the car’s occupants information about nearby restaurants, retailers, and other points 
of interest. LBS can also include location-based advertising. 

OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer): Industry term for auto manufacturers. For example, 
General Motors and Toyota are OEMs. 

POI (Point of Interest): A term used with navigation systems. For example, when you’re looking for a 
restaurant, you may choose the POI option in your system to see ones that are nearby based on your 
current location. 

Tier 1 Supplier: A manufacturer that supplies directly to OEMs.  Examples include Harman, Pioneer, 
and Panasonic. Companies that subcontract to the Tier 1s are referred to as Tier 2s. 

Vehicle Telematics: Sending, receiving, and storing information from vehicles. 

 

Bluetooth® is a mark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 
iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 


